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Inserting a master record into a single table with
many child records in SQL Server I have the
following sample tables in SQL Server: Declare
@tblSale as Table ( SaleID int, SaleDate Date,
SalePrice int, IsDeleted bit ) INSERT INTO @tblSale
(SaleID, SaleDate, SalePrice, IsDeleted) VALUES
(1, '2018-11-27', 500, 1), (2, '2018-12-31', 600, 1)
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Declare @tblSale as Table ( SaleID int, SaleDate
Date, SalePrice int, IsDeleted bit ) INSERT INTO
@tblSale (SaleID, SaleDate, SalePrice, IsDeleted)
VALUES (3, '2018-12-31', 700, 1), (4, '2019-01-01',
800, 1) @tblSale is a sales table. It has the
following fields: SaleID, SaleDate, SalePrice, and
IsDeleted. There may be many rows in @tblSale.
@tblSaleSales is a child table with the following
fields: SaleID and SalesDate. The first two records
in the child table should link to the first two rows
in the parent table (1st row should link to the 1st
row, 2nd row should link to the 2nd row). The next
two rows should link to the next two rows, and so
on, in the parent table. The total number of
records in @tblSaleSales should be the same as
the number of records in @tblSale. How can I
accomplish this task? A: As I assume that you
want the date sequence in @tblSalesSales, you
can fill it using a recursive CTE: ;WITH DataSource
AS ( SELECT DISTINCT Id1 = s.[Id], Id2 = s.Id,
ParentId = s.ParentId, Parent =
CAST(CAST(ParentId AS VARCHAR(36)) AS INT)
FROM @tblSale s WHERE IsDeleted = 1 UNION ALL
SELECT ds.Id, s.Id, CAST(CAST(ds.Parent AS
VARCHAR(36)) AS INT), Parent =
CAST(CAST(CAST(ds.Id AS VARCHAR(36)) AS INT)
+ ',' + s.
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past few years, we have seen the rise of compact
digital cameras, then a back to school renaissance
with the entry level point of the cool indie-toy, the
Hong Kong HoldFast! a little after that came the
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brand-name, full-featured dSLRs, and the 4 came
along as the high-end point. . You have to wonder,
though, if people are finally catching on that while

most video is produced by pros on high-end,
specialized, full feature cameras, most of that

video is available online for free. The Explorer IQ,
which launched in 2005 and is still available, is

basically the same camera as the 4 is. . One of our
favorite models, but with one big downside: the
lack of buttons. Not only do you have to fumble

for the feature of the day, you also have to fumble
for the zoom. Next to no one will be able to help
you out without hurting their fingers. 5ec8ef588b
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